Abstract This paper presents terahertz (THz) frequency selective surfaces (FSS) implemented on glass substrate using standard microfabrication techniques. These FSS structures are designed for frequencies around 0.8 THz. A fabrication process is proposed where a 100-μm-thick glass substrate is formed through the HF etching of a standard 500-μm-thick low cost glass wafer. Using this fabrication process, three separate robust designs consisting of single-layer FSS are investigated using high-frequency structural simulator (HFSS). Based on J Infrared Milli Terahz Waves (2017) the simulation results, the first design consists of a circular ring slot in a square metallic structure on top of a 100-μm-thick Pyrex glass substrate with 70% transmission bandwidth of approximately 0.07 THz, which remains nearly constant till 30°angle of incidence. The second design consists of a tripole structure on top of a 100-μm-thick Pyrex glass substrate with 65% transmission bandwidth of 0.035 THz, which remains nearly constant till 30°angle of incidence. The third structure consists of a triangular ring slot in a square metal on top of a 100-μm-thick Pyrex glass substrate with 70% transmission bandwidth of 0.051 THz, which remains nearly constant up to 20°angle of incidence. These designs show that the reflections from samples can be reduced compared to the conventional sample holders used in THz spectroscopy applications, by using single layer FSS structures manufactured through a relatively simple fabrication process. Practically, these structures are achieved on a fabricated 285-μm-thick glass substrate. Taking into account the losses and discrepancies in the substrate thickness, the measured results are in good agreement with the electromagnetic simulations.
Introduction
In recent years, THz region has gained great attention due to its useful applications in the medical, space sciences, security, communication, and sensing fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . There are numerous THz imaging devices commercially available, but the deficiency of robust, compact and smartly developed imaging tools is still a major concern. The low power output of sources available in the THz spectrum brings some challenges in THz imaging and spectroscopy [9] [10] [11] [12] . In these measurements, reflections from the samples such as biological tissues, liquids, and powdered specimens placed in a sample holder are needed to be minimized in order to enhance the signal received from the sample itself. The commonly available glass slide sample holders have severe power losses. Figure 1 shows the reflection measurement setup from a biological tissue sample. In the case of using a glass slider as a specimen holder, much of the incident power is lost before the sample due to unavoidable reflections at the air-glass interface (Fig. 1a) . Moreover, the thickness of FSS is also critical in order to minimize the substrate losses. Figure 2 shows the transmission coefficient comparison of bare 500-μm-thick Pyrex glass and 100-μm-thick Pyrex glass with FSS. Therefore, proper thinning of glass holders with mechanical support and selection of FSS structures with transparent qualities can play a very vital role to match the impedance of the device to air in order to suppress the unavoidable reflections without compromising much of the incident power of the radiation (Fig. 1b) . The design of these patterns requires special care, such that they should have minimum reflections, maximum transmission, and at the same time their response should be independent of certain angles of incidence [13] [14] [15] [16] . There are most studies about multilayer bandpass frequency selective surfaces which have high complexity and require high precision of microfabrication such as multilayer bonding, alignment of top and bottom layer elements, etc. [17] [18] [19] . This study demonstrates the use of simple single layer FSS designs in the THz region, which have more than 70% transmission at the central frequency independent of various angles of incidence. In order to model the simulation results perfectly in the THz region, the precise calculation of the loss tangent, tanδ, plays a very important role before fabrication. Additionally, an acceptable design membrane fabrication process is proposed which makes this idea more applicable. In this paper, using the given value of tanδ, the simulated model of the FSS using HFSS results is in perfect agreement with the measurement results.
Microfabrication of FSS
A cost effective and robust microfabrication process is proposed for designing FSS in THz regime. A standard low cost Pyrex glass is used as the substrate with a permittivity of 4.45 and tanδ of 0.058 which is extracted from [9] . Pyrex glass is commercially available with a standard thickness of 500 μm. However, using 500-μm-thick substrate affects the results significantly by causing the excitation of substrates modes. To this end, substrate is etched from beneath to the required design thickness of 100 μm. In order to provide mechanical support to the substrate, the periphery of FSS is kept at 500 μm thickness. To realize the designs, a fabrication process flow is designed as given below. Initially on a 500-μm-thick Pyrex glass (Fig. 3a) , the patterns are generated in the area in between the supporting anchor points of the substrate. Photoresist is coated on top of the substrate (Fig. 3b ). Liftoff process is used for pattern generation, the photoresist is exposed to UV light with the mask aligner and left in developer to make empty spaces for pattern generation (Fig. 3c) . After the lithography process, 10 nm of Ti is used as an adhesion layer, followed by 250 nm of Au deposited on top of the substrate using e-beam evaporation (Fig. 3d) . In order to remove the unwanted metal on top of photoresist, the sample is kept in acetone which lifts off all the unwanted metal. Finally, the sample top is left with the array patterns of the unit cells (Fig. 3e) .
After pattern generation, the thickness of the glass is reduced to 100 μm using wet etching with hydrofluoric acid (HF). Since HF is very active against photoresist, it cannot be used as a (Fig. 3f) . After that, using a mask aligner and developing methods, photoresist is removed from the regions to be protected in glass etching (Fig. 3g) . Cr/ Au/Cr/Au are deposited (Fig. 3h) . The sample is kept in acetone for lifting-off the unwanted metal deposited on the top of photoresist (Fig. 3i) . After the lift-off process, only the glass anchor region to be protected are covered with Cr/Au/Cr/Au mask. The other surface of the wafer is protected from HF etching using a wafer holder. As HF-dip is a wet etching process, the etching profile will be isotropic. After 1 h of the glass etching in HF, a 100-μm thick glass substrate is left beneath the unit cells (Fig. 3j) . Finally, Cr/Au/Cr/Cr layers are removed using Cr/Au etchants and 500-μm-thick anchor points are left at the edges of the substrates which will give mechanical support to the end product and make the design more robust (Fig. 3k) . High frequency structural simulator (HFSS) is used for the FSS device simulations. In HFSS, periodic boundary conditions such as master and slave are used for simulating the periodic structures with the Floquet port excitation as shown in Fig. 4 . Master and slave boundary conditions model the plane of periodicity, where E-field on one surface matches the E-field to another within a phase difference [20] . Based on the defined microfabrication process, three different FSS structures with bandpass characteristics are designed. The first structure consists of a circular ring slot inside a square metal on top of a 100-μm Pyrex glass substrate. The second structure is the tripole slot inside a square metal with bandpass characteristics. The third structure consists of a triangular slot inside a square metal. The unit cells on Pyrex glass are shown in Fig. 5 . Table 1 shows the unit cell dimensions of circular, tripole and triangular slot, respectively. The results for this structure remain nearly same up to 30°of angle of incidence. However, the losses in this structure are higher and it shows the top structure selection also plays a vital role in deciding the maximum transmission through the device. Figures 13 and 14 show transmission coefficient simulation results of triangular slots for TE and TM cases, respectively, with maximum transmission of 73% at 0.8 THz. The 70% bandwidth of triangle slot is 0.05 THz and remains nearly constant up to 20°angle of incidence. It should be noted here that independent of the unit cell geometry, either it is circular, triangular or tripole, the FSS itself provides an enhancement yielding a bandpass characteristics within a certain band. 
Measurement Results and Discussion
In order to measure the transmission properties of the FSS structures, a home built THz-TDS system is used. A Ti:Al 2 O 3 mode-lock laser operating at a center wavelength of 800 nm, a pulse duration of 16 f. and repetition rate of 75 MHz with an average power~200 mW are employed to drive the system. A beam splitter with a 95/5 of transmission ratio splits the incoming beam into the two optical arms of the spectrometer. The polarization of the generated THz beam is perpendicular to the horizontal plane (s-polarization). The THz radiation is generated using a photoconductive antenna and is guided through the system using two offaxis parabolic mirrors and two lenses. The two lenses are similar (TPX lens, D = 50 mm, F#2) and are used to focus the THz beam onto the sample with a spot diameter of about 5 mm. Afterwards, the electric field of the THz pulse is measured using electro-optic detection method through a balanced photodiode. Phase sensitive detection is done by use of a lock-in amplifier which is referenced to an applied AC bias on the photoconductive antenna. The data is recorded with the aid of a PC and data acquisition software. 
Conclusion
We demonstrated a low cost and robust design methodology for implementing single layer, bandpass characteristic FSS structure with an acceptable level of loss. A full-fledged device consisting of 100 × 100 elements on a 285-μm-thick substrate with 500-μm-thick anchors at the periphery, are fabricated using a relatively simple microfabrication technique. The maximum transmission can be achieved by further thinning the substrate thickness to 100 μm. The simulated designs with 100 μm demonstrate a transmission of about 75% at a center frequency of 0.8 THz. The losses can be reduced further by using a low-loss material such as fused silica at the expense of high cost and more complex fabrication processes that requires glass ablation process using femtosecond lasers.
